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ABSTRACT

Elastohydrodynarnic(EHD)filmthicknessmeasurements usingopticalinterferom-

etryhavebeenmade ofartificiallyproduceddentsand groovesunderrollingand sliding

conditions.These measurements are compared tostylustracesofthedentand groove

¢_ profilestodeterminethelocaldeformationassociatedwithmicro-EHD pressuregener-
!

ation.The surfacegeometryassociatedwiththedentsandgroovesisseento become

intimatelyinvolvedinthelubricationprocessitself,creatinglocalpressurevariations

thatsubstantiallydeformthelocalsurfacegeometry,particularlyunderslidingcondi-

tions.The rollingresultshave implicationsconcerningsurfaceinitiatedfatiguean£

theslidingresultsshow clearlytheEHD surfaceinteractionsthatmust.occurpriorto

scuffingfailure.
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INTRODUCTIO N

Fatiguefailuresof mechanical elements which operate in concentratedcontacts

are usuallydividedintosubsurface- and surface-originatedfailures. With the advent

of vacuum-melted steels,nonmetallicinclusionswhich are usuallyresponsiblefor

subsurfacefailureshave been considerablyreduced (i). This reductionhas resulted

in fewer subsurface-originatedfatiguefailuresand, as a consequence, recent re-

search effortshave concentratedmainly on surface-originatedfatiguefailures(I-4).

Surface-originatedfatiguefailuresare generallycaused by localizeddefectssuch as
1

furrows and dents and by pits which have been caused by a distress of surface asperi-

ties. Since it is believed that surfaces are pitted at the very beginning of their fatigue

life, these pits can also be considered as defects similar to furrows and dents.

One of the basic problems that needs to be solved before surface-originated

fatigue failures can be more fully understood is the determination of stresses around

surface defects as these defects pass through lubricated, heavily loaded contacts.

Before the specific purpose of this paper is defined a brief background on the lubrica-
4-

tton of rough surfaces will be given.

' The first known analytical study on the hydrodynamic lubrication of surfaces having

random roughness was done by Tseng and Saibel (5). Their analysis was based on only

a one-dhnensional transverse model of roughness. Christensen and his colleagues

(6-9) have analytically investigated the hydrodynamic lubrication of both transverse

and longitudinal one-dimensional models of rough surfaces. Other analytical studies

on the hydrodynamic lubrication of rough surfaces have been done by Tonder and

!
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Christensen (10), Tonder (11), Sun and Chen (12), and Rhow and Elrod (13). Even

though references 5 to 13 assumed hydrodynamic lubrication, the results obtained con-

tributed significantly to the understanding of the lubrication characteristics of rough

surfaces. Among the analytical studies on the effects of rough surfaces on EHD lubri-

cation are those of Chow and Cheng (14), Li, Kauzlarich and Jamison (3), Johnson,

Greenwood, and poon (15), and Tallian (2). Idealized single-surface defects in EHD

sliding contact have been studied by Chiu (4) and EHD lubrication of idealized asperities

has been analytically investigated by Chow and Cheng (16) and Fowles (17, 18).

Some of the more important results of the analytical studies mentioned above are:

(1) The effects of surface roughness on the operating characteristics of lubricated

mechanical elements are negligible when the mean separation of the sliding or rolling

surfaces is large compared to the height of the roughness.

(2) For the same operating conditions, transverse one-dimensional roughness

results in thicker oil-films than longitudinal one-dimensional roughness.

(3) There are very high stress concentrations developed around the edges of de-

fec, s when these defects are in the EHD Hertzian contact.

(4) Surface asperities can be almost completely flattened within the Hertzian con-

junction under pure sliding conditions.

(5) Local EHD effects around an asperity are less significant when the surfaces

are subjected to pure roiling than when they are subjected to pure sliding.

(6) Very high pressures and temperatures can be developed between colliding

asperitie s.

These and other significant analytical findings have recently resulted h, greater

efforts than in the past to experimentally study the lubrication of rough surfaces.

Among the more related experimental studies have been those of Jackson and Cameron

(19) and Wedeven (20). In reference 19 optical interferometry was used to study

artificially-produced grooves on a polished ball under sliding conditions. The grooves

which were held stationary were oriented in both the transverse and longitudinal direc-

tions relative to the sliding direction of a transparent surface so that the effects of

directional properties of roughness on EHD lubrication could be studied. In refer-

ence 20 a debris dent was studied as It passed through the conjunction region under

r
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rollingconditions. As done in reference 19 these studieswere done by means of opti-

cal interfcrometry. Unlikethe artificially-prod,,_.eddefectsstudiedin reference 19,

the dent studiedin reference20 was formed naturallyduringprevious testing. In

general, the limitedexperimental findingsreported inreferences 19 and 20 agreed

with the general trends of previous analyticalinvestigations.However, experimental

measurements of defectsof differentsizeand orientationunder both rollingand sliding

conditionshave notbeen adequatelyinvestigated.

In the present study,opticalinterferometryis used to investigatethe effectsof

artificially-p1,,duceddents and grooves, on highly-polishedballs,on the EHD film

thicknessinHertzian contact. The artificially-produceddefectsgeometricallyapproxi-

mate actualfurrows and dents found inbearings and gears.

The purpose ofthisinvestigationisto present filmthicknessmeasurements asso-

ciatedwith artificially-producedgrooves and dents inHertzian contacts,to show how

these artificially-produceddefectsbecome intrinsicallyinvolvedinthe micro-EHD

lubricationprocess itself,and to indicatethe implicationofthese defectson fatigue

failure.

EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS

Film thicknessmeasurements were made using opticalinterferometry. The opti-

cal elastohydrodynamie apparatus is shown in figureI and described indetailelse-

where (21,22). The basic components.of the apparatus consistof a ballwhich rides

'! against a transparent disk.

The EHD film thickness between these surfaces was measured by optical interfer-

ometry. Fringes of very good visibility were obtained by using a 17-percent-reflecting

_q

layer of chromium on the bearing surface of the transparent disk. Interference mea-

surements were made with wavelengths of two colors (red and green). These were

obtained by using a special filter and a xenon flash lamp as a light source. The details

of thts system and its calibration are described more fully in references 23 and 24.

All measurements were carried out at room temperature (23 ° C).

TEST MATERIALS

The test bearing specimens are shown h_ figure 2. The ball is 0. 02063 meter

in diameter and made of AISI 52100 steel. Its nominal surface roughness is better
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than 0.01_/zm rms (0.7 /_in. ) and its hardness is approximately 65 Rc. Other me-

chanical prope,-ties are shown in table I. The transparent disk is 0. 102 meter in

diameter and made of sapphire• Its mechanical properties are given in table I.

The test ball was supported by three bearings located in a lubricant reservoir

shown in figure 2. The rotation of the support bearings continuously supplies lubricant

to the test ball.

The tests were performed with a synthetic paraflinic oil that was designated by the

manufacturer as XRM 109F3. The properties of the test fluid are given in table II.

FORMATION OF ARTIFICIAL DEFECTS

As stated in the introduction, surface-originated fatigue failures are generally

caused by localized defects such as furrows and dents. Since it was decided to inves-

tigate such defects as they passed through the EHD Hertzian contact by using optical

interferometry, film thickness measurements in the vicinity of the defects could onty

be made if the surface around and inside the defects was highly polished. Film thick-

ness measurements on real surfaces, such as those found on gears and bearings, could

not be easily made by means of optical interferometry because it would have been diffi-

cult to obtain visible and continuous fringes. This difficulty stems from the fact that,

on such surfaces, the asperities are relatively steep-sloped and closely spaced, thus -.

causing the fringes to merge or disappear because of the limited resolution of the .

microscope used to observe them. It was necessary, therefore, to artificially-produce

surface defects on highly-polished balls. The geometry of the artificially-produced

defects was approximately equal to the geometry of furrows and dents commonly found

on surface_ of bearings (25-28).

The defects were produced by using carbide tools. With such tools, many defects
I-

could be produced on the surface of the softer balls without altering the initial tip

geometry of the tools. A total of four tools were used. Two with a conical geometry

to produce defects which simulated dents in real surfaces and two with a wedge geom-

etry to produce defer-is which simulated furrows in real surfaces. The reason for

making two tools for each defect geometry was to obtain different bluntness on the tip

of the tools ao that size and depth of defects could be varied. Before the defects were

produced, the ground conical and wedge portions of the carbide tools were highly hand-

J
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polished by using a free diamond compound. By polishing the tools it was found that

their tip would deform the surface of the balls without tearing or roughening _.he sur-

face, thus insuring visible fringes for film-thickness measurements.

A sm_ple fixture was designed to facilitate the formation of dents and grooves in

the polished ball. The sizes of the dents and grooves were controlled by the bluntness

of the tools and the load used to produce them. The load was applied directly to the

tools by means of weights, and the tools were guided to reduce positioning problems.

To insure a series of geometrically uniform grooves or dents, it was essential that

the weights be gradually brought into contact with the tools so that no impact loading

took place between the weights and the tools. The depths of the def(x'ts were generally

less than 2 _m and the widths less than 80 _m.

RESU LTS

Experimental results will be presented in the form of:

(1) Photomicrographs of interference fringes showing the film thickness distribu-

tion in the vicinity of the defects under static, rolling and sliding conditions

(2) Cross-sectional plots of the film thickness distribution inside and around the

defects as observed from the photomicrographs

(3) Stylus traces of the "undeformed" geometry of the defects. The purpose of

these traces is to compare the "undeformed" geometry of the defects to the

geometry of the same defects obs_.rved under static and dynamic conditions.

SINGLE DE NT

Figure 3 shows an artificially-produced dent obtained with a 44.5 N (10 1M) load

on a cone-shaped carbide tool. The geometric features of the dent are obtained from

stylustraces. The styl'tsisrotatedaboutan axisconcentricwiththebellcenterso

thattheballcurvaturecouldbe eliminated.Elevenpassesacrossthedentatequally

spacedintervalshavebeen recorded. Figure4 shows a stylustracethroughthedeep=

estportionofthedent. This traceisselectedformeasurement purposes. The dent

is very shallow, being 100 times wider tha_ it is deep. (An estimate of the maximum

Hertzian pressure between the tool and ball was made using a radius of curvature,

calculated from the stylus trace, of 0. 125 cm. For this radius of curvature, the esti-

mated maximum Hertzlan pressure is 5.4x109 N/m 2 (780 000 psi). It is interesting
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that many accelerated fatigue tests are run at similar pressures.) Its width is approxi-

mately 100 #m and its depth is 1 #m. A slight buildup of material around the dent

shoulders can be seen from the stylus traces. This dent is very similar to the debris

dent studied in a previous publication (20).

The stylus trace provides a reference profile which gives the geometry of the dent

in its undeforlned condition. It can be thought of as representing th: shape of the dent

that would be expected if the influence of EHD has created a pressure environment

around the dent which allows the dent to pass through the Hertzian region in an "unde-

formed" state; that is, the pressure around the dent is everywhere equal to the Hertzian

pressure for smooth surfaces.

A second reference profile is the static profile which is obtained from the interfer-

ence fringes formed when the dent, in the Hertzian contact region, is loaded under static

contact conditions as shown in figure 5. The load used for all tests was 37.8 N (8.5 lbf)

giving a maximum Hertzian pressure of 1.13x109 N/m 2 (163 000 psi). The Hertzian

diameter is 254 _m which is approximately 2_2 times the diameter of the dent.

From the fringe pattern shown in figure 5, the static profile of the dent can be gen-

erated. Such a profile is shown in figure 6 along with the undeformed profile from the

stylus trace. The load is seen to deform the dent so that the maximum surface _epara-

tion is 25 percent smaller than the depth of the undeformed dent.

SINGLE DE_I" - ROLLING

Observations were made of the dent as it passed through the conjunction region.

This was accomplished by taking high-speed single flash photomicrographs. The xenon

flash lamp was synchronized with the ball rotation and could be delayed so that the dent

couldbe photographedinvariouspositionswithintheconjunctionregion.When thedent °"

passesthroughtheHertzianregion,thefirstportionofthedenttoenteriscalledthe

leadingedgeand thelastportiontoenteriscalledthetrailingedge. Thus, when a

dentisobservedintheHertzlanregiontheedge ofthedentclosesttothemletregion

isthetrailingedge andtheedgeofthedentclosesttotheexitregionistheleadingedge.

The observationsmade on thepresentartificially-produceddentunderpure rolling

conditionssubstantiatedtheresultsobtainedinreference20 fora debrisdent. Under

f
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dynamic conditions the amount of elastic deformation associated with the dent varies

with the central film thickness. As the central film thickness increases the dent ap-

proaches its undeformed shape.

A reduction in film thickness occurs at the leading edge of the dent. This reduction

is caused by the local EHD pressure modification the dent has created during its pas-

sage through the inlet region.

The measurement of the dent profile under increasing film thickness conditions

leads to the impliration that the pressure and stress conce._tration associated with the

shoulders of the dent is gradually relieved as the film thickness increases. In addition,

the leading edge of the dent is relieved to a greater extent than the trailing edge.

SINGLE DENT - SLIDING

Under pure rolling conditions it was found that the film thickness distribution re-

mained fixed as the dent passed, through the Hertzian region. When sliding is intro-

duced, substantial micro-EHD pressures are generated as the dent passes through the

He_zian region. This is shown in figure 7(a), (b), and (c) where the dent is moving

and the smooth sapphire surface is stationary. The converging and diverging regions

of the moving dent enhance and diminish respectively the local pressure at these sites.

Consequently as the dent passes through the Hertzian region '_he pressure and f.ilm

thickness are reduced within the dent and increased spectacularly a_ the trailing edge

of the dent. This increase in film thickness leaves a pressure '_all" which progres-

sively lags the dent as it passes through the Hertzian region. This can be seen in the

photomicrographs of figure 7(a), (b), and (c) and the corresponding cross-sectional

plots of figure 8(a), (b), and (c). Note that film thickness in the '_ail" is approximately

double the nominal film thickness for smooth surfaces. Figures 7(c) and 8(c) show the

pressure tail momentarily in the Hertzian region while the dent has disappeared into

the exit region. _

Figure 9(a) compares the dent profiles for rolling and sliding conditions and fig-

ure 9(b) compares the sliding proflle with the static profile. Substantial elastic defor-

mation is seen at the trailing edge of the dent which implies high pressure and stress

concentration in this region. This is in llne with the very high pressures predAc_,ed by

b.
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Lee and Cheng (29) and Fowles (17) at asperity sites and the pressure rippling predicted

by Tallian (30).

In addition, the results obtained under sliding conditions, which show an increase

in pressure trailing the dent along with the apparent decrease in pressure within the

dent, are in genelal agreement with recent transient temperature measurements made

by Winor and Sanborn (31). They found that when asperity "contact" started to occur

the peak temperature fluctuation increased as expected; but, in addition, the minimum

vMues of temperature decreased. These temperature variations appear to occur as

the result of micro-EHD activity which create local modifications in pressure and,

hence, viscosity and temperature within the Hertzian contact.

An interesting feature concerning the leading edge of the dent is seen in figure 9(a).

While the profile under rolling conditions shows the characteristic reduction in film

thickness at the leading edge of the dent, the profile under sliding condition shows less

local reduction at this location. The micro-EHD pressure generated by the sliding ac-

tion associated with the built-up edge of the dent creates an increase in film thickness

atthislocation.

Itcan generallybe statedthatthesphereofinfluenceof a dentismuch greater

underslidingconditionsthanunderrollingconditions.For pure rolling,thelocal

pressuresassociatedwiththedentare confinedtothe inletregionand communicated

to the same surface elements on the smooth surface as it passes through the Hertzian

region. However, under sliding conditions the local prvssures generated by the dent

are communicated over a larger portion of the smooth surface as the dent sweeps

through the Hertzian region.

SINGLE GHOOVE - PERPENDICULAR, IK)LLING

The ability to produce grooves in a polished ball was important in that it was then

possible to obtain data for defects whose geometry changed in one direction only.

These data can be compared to the results obtained in analytical studies of purely

transverse and purciy longitudinal stochastic models of roughness in EHD contact as

well as results obtained from analytical studies concerned with single two-dimensional

asperities in EHD contact. A groove impressed into the surface of a ball with the

wedge-shaped tungsten carbide tool leaves a depression which is deepest at its center
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and the depth gradually decreases on both sides of the center along its length as shown

in figure 10. However under static Hertzian contact conditions, figure 11 shows that

the groove width and de_;th are essentially constant in the Hertzian region. The groove

appears uniform because the elastic deformation gradually decreases from the center

of the groove (center of Hertzian circle). The stylus trace of this groove is shown in

figure 12 and a comparison between the stylus and static configurations is shown in

figure 13. This groove is very shallow measuring only 0.5/_m deep which is one-half

the depth of the dent discussed above.

A photomicrograph of this groove under rolling conditions is shown in figure 14.

Its cross-sectionai profile and static profile are given in figure 15. The general EHD

features aJsociated with the groove under rollh_g conditions are similar to those ob-

served with a dent under rolling condRions A reduction in film thickness is again ob-

served at the leading edge of the defect.

if the static profile is compared with the dynamic profile, as shown in figure 15,

it is seen that under the given dynamic conditions the elastic deformation has been sub-

stantially relieved from its static condition. This was not observed for the dent dis-

cussed above. The difference between the elastic deformations of the groove and dent

under dynamic conditions is due to the relative size of these defects with respect to the

film thickness; or more precisely, with respect to the size of the inlet region as dis-

cussed in reference 20. If the defect is small and does not significantly modify the

shape of the inlet region the local hydrodynamic pressur_ generated in the vicinity of

the defect will not be very different from that for smooth surfaces. The defect will i

then pass through the Hertzian region with less elastic deformation and its shape will i

approach its undeformed shape as represented by the stylus trace.

' SINGLE GIK)OVE - PERPENDICULAR, SLIDING

Figure 16(a) and (b) shows a single groove in two locations within the Hertzian re.

gion under sliding conditions. The corresponding cross-sectional profiles are shown

in figure 17(a) and (b). The same general features are observed for the groove under

sliding conditions as was seen for the dent under sliding conditions. _me of these

features are not as pronounced for the groove as they were for the dent since ,*he
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groove is smaller than the dent in both depth and width. It is noted from figure 16(a)

and (b) that, as with the dent, the groove under sliding conditions shows a pressure

"tail" which progressively lags behind the groove as the groove passes through the

Hertzian region. A reduction of film thickness is observed within the groove and an

increase in film thickJless, associated with the converging portion of the built-up edge

of ghe groove, is again seen at the leading edge of the groove under sliding conditions.

To determine the effect of groove geometry on the local EHD pressure modifica-

tions, a groove produced with a very sharp tool, as shown in figure 18, was investi-

gated. The stylus trace across the center of the groove is shown in figure 19. Tbe

width of this groove (40 _ml is the same as the width oi the _ruove in figure .12 but its

depth (1 #m) is twice the depth of the groove shown in figure 12. The maximum slope

of the groove in figure 19 is 5,4 ° whereas the maximum slope of the groove in fig-

ure 12 is 2.1 °. The deeper groove in figure 19 also has a more substantial built-up

edge than the groove in figure 12.

The deep groove under roiling conditions is shown in figure 20 and its cross-

sectional profile is shown in figure 21 along with the stylus trace. The interference

fringes along the steeply sloped sides of the groove are too close together to be ade-

quately resolved for measurement purposes. Only measurements along the edges of

the groove could be obtained.

Under rolling conditions an adequate film thickness is seen to occur at the edges

of the groove even through the height of the built-up edge (0.15 _m) is the same order

of magnitude as the nominal film thickness (0.14/_m). There :s very little distinction

between the leading edge of the groove and the trailing edge as seen previously for the

shallow groove and the dent. Here a local reduction in film thickness occurs on both

sides of the groove; but the reduction is only minor compared to the size of the built-up

edge. It is evident that a substantial micro-EHD activity can be associated with the

built-up edge along the groove. These results are in line with the asperRy lubrication

discussed by Chow and Cheng {16).

When tJAls deep groove passes through the ;tertzlan region under sliding conditions

additional micro-EliD activity can occur as shown in figure 22. The cross-sectional

profile across the center of the groove is p'otted in figure 23.
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A very substantial film thickness is generated at the leading edge of the groove at

the location of the built-up edge. The local convergihg geometry created by the built-up

edge apparently can produce sufficient local EHD pressure that can result m a film

thickness at the built-up edge which is larger than the nominal film _hicknes,':

The trailing edge cf the deep groove is distinctly different f _m its leading edge.

In addition, the pressure generated at the trailing edge of the deep groove is different

than the pressure generated on the trailing edge, ' the shallow groove (fig. 16) and dent

(fig. 7) discussed above. The film thickness is very small at the trailing edge of the

deep groove and remains small for a significant distance downstream of the groove.

However, the trailing edges of the dent and shallow groove, under sliding conditions,

showed an increase in film thickness.

The failure of the trailing side of the deep groove to regain the film thickness ob-

served on its leading side is probably the result of the geometry ¢_ groove. The

rapidly converging side of the trailing edge of the groove along with the built-up edge

and sharp radius of curvature at the shoulder are not particularly favorable for the

!.ocal generstion of pressure. Consequently, under sliding conditions it is possible to

lose the pressure within the groove and not regain it back on the trailing side ff tJ,e

geometric features on the trailing side are not favorable for pressure generation.

Perhaps the most distinctive feature of figure 22 is a localized region which does

not show either the reduction in film thickness at the trailing edge of the groove or the

slight increase in film thickness at the leading edge of the groove. The film thickness

profile in this region is plotted in figure 24 and a stylus trace across this portion of

the groove is shown in figure 25. When compared with figure 19 it can be seen that

this portion of the groove does not show a s_gniflcant built-up edge; and, the shoulders

of the groove are much more rounded. (While it is not known h_w this portion of the

groove gct this way, the effect of "run-in" may show a similar modilication. ) The

depth at these two portions of the groove is app_oximately the same, These results

emphasize the importance of the slope or curvature nf the surface topography that

comes within close proximity of the opposing bearing s_rfaces. The topograpl_ is

intimately involved with the lubrication process itm-'i.
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SINGLE GROOVE - PARALLEL

Many bearing surfaces have grinding furrows which are parallel to the direction of

motion (2). The groove shown in figure 26 was made on the ball su_ace in an orienta-

tion parallel to the direction of f'ow. The stylus trace across the groove is shown in

figure 27. The groove is approxnnately 35 #m wide and 0.55 #m deep. A substantial

built-up edge (0.25/_m) is present on one side. On the other side the b,,_t-up edge is

relatively small. _.

The parallel groove under rolling conditions is shown in figure 28, the cross-

sectional profile along with the stylus trace are plotted in figure 29. the superposition

of the stylus trace on the dynamic profile shows a reduction in film thickness on the

side of the groove that does not have a built-up edge. This reduction in film thickness

is similar to that found at the ends of rollers for line contact geometries (23, 32}. The

reduction in film thickness is very localized and is due to the side-leakage that occurs

_s the groove passes through tl,e inlet region.

The other side of the groove shows surface separation over most of the region of

the built-up edge. A small portion of this region is at a fringe order below the first

fringe {black}. The first fringe occurs at a film thickness of 0.05/zm (2/zin. ).

Figure 26 shows no significant surface damage to the edge of the groove even after con-

siderable operation under both rolling and sliding conditionn.

The groove under sliding conditions is shown in figure 30 and its cross-sectional !

profile is plotted in figure 31. The film thickness distribution for rolling (fig. 29) and

sliding {fig. 31} are almost identical. This is contrary to what was observed when the

groove was oriented perpendicular to the direction of flow where substantial differences

were observed between rolling and sliding conditions. For the case when the groove is

oriented in the direction of flow, there is comparatively little change in the geometry

of the groove in this direction as it passes through the Hertzian region so that the

presence of sliding will not significantly alter the micro-EHD activity. Thus, for

topographicalfeaturesorientedinthe directionof flow the micro-EHD actionis con- |

!finedto the inletregionfor slidingas well as for rollingconditions.

ORIGINAI_ PAGE IS
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DISCUSSION

It has been shown that it is possible to al_ificially produce surface defects, charac-

terized as dents and grooves, on bearing surfaces. The dents are remarkably similar

to the debris dents found on bearing surfaces which are known to be vulnerable sites for

surface initiated fatigue. It has been shown (25) that very substantial stress concentra-

tions occur at the shoulders of these defects.

The local film thickness measurements presented here for the artificially produced

dent under pure rolling conditions substantiate the general observations of reference 20.

These observations imply that the mechanism of EHD lubrication (on both a micro and

macro scale) can substantiaUy influence the stress concentrations in the vicinity of the

dent. When the characteristic film thickness becomes large relative to the characteris-

tic dent dimensions, the stress concentrations are retieved. It was found that the local

EHD pressure variations around the dent as it passed through the Hertzian region was

the result of a modification of the inlet pressure distribution caused by the dent geome-

try as it passes through the inlet region. The shape of the inlet region is important for

pressure generation and the dent simply modif,es that inlet shape. The local variations

of the geometry of the inlet region explains why the film thickness at the leading edge of

the dent was found to be much lower than the trailing eage. This leads to the interesting

conclusion that the stress concentration will be greater at the trailing edge than the

leading edge, which agrees with the observations of surface initiated fatigue found in

practice.

The results p_esented here for *.he dent under sliding conditions introduces addi-

tional micro-EttD features. Under sliding conditions, the film thickness variation, and

thus pressure variation, in the vicinity of the dent is more pronounced than under pure

rolling conditions. In addition, under pure sliding conditions, high pressures and thus

high stress concentrations lagging the dent were observed. These high pressures re-

sult from micro-EHD effects caused by the favorable pressure-generating geometry at

the trailing edge of the dent as it passes through the Hertzian region.

The pure rolling results obtained for grooves perpendicular and parallel to the

direction of flow indicate that both types of grooves reduced the nominal film thickness
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when compared to a smooth surface. However, perpendicular grooves reduced this

nominal film thickness to a lesser degree than parallel grooves. Under pure sliding

conditions, micro-EHD effects were much more dominant around grooves which were

oriented perpendicular to the direction of flow than around grooves which were oriented

parallel to the direction of flow.

As indicated above, the artificially-produced defects and their associated built-up

edges have a substantial effect on the film thickness variations in the vicinity of the

defect especially under pure sliding condit!or,_. In practice, similar defects and built-

up edges can be expected from debris dents and manufacturing scratches and, thus,

similar pressure variations are likely to occur if these defects exist in mechanical

elements which are subjected to EHD lubrication conditions. The observed film thick-

ness variation suggests that metal-to-metal contact can take place where there is a

reduction of film thickness and very high stress concentrations can be generated where

there is an increase in film thickness.

These micro-EHD events are very real and measurable. They further indicate

that whenever lubricated surfaces approach each other, particularly under sliding EHD

conditions, we can expect the following: first, the topography of the surfaces become

intimately involved in the lubrication process itself; and second, the surfac .opography,

as it passes through the Hertzian region, can be significantly modified as the result

of micro-EHD events. There appears to be a much greater world of activity on a

micro-EHD scale than the simple film thickness to surface roughness ratio (h/a) would

seem to indicate. This realm of activity must be penetrated before the traditional

boundary lubrication regime is ever reached.

CONCLUSIONS

In addition to the conclusions enumerated under SINGLE DENT-tK)LLING, the

following observations can be made about dents and grooves under dynamic conditions:

1. Micro-EHD effects cause a substantial increase in flhn thickness and thus

stress concentrations behind both grooves which are oriented perpendicular to the direc-

tion of flow and dents as these defects pass through the Hertzian contact area under pure

sliding conditions.

1978019485-016
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'2. Under pure rolling conditions, the nomhial film thickness observed for grooves

oriented in a direction parallel to the flow and perpendicular to the flow is smaller than

film thickness observed for smooth surfaces operating under the same conditions.

Grooves oriented perpendicular to the direction of flow, however, seem to reduce this

nominal film thickness to a lesser degree than grooves oriented parallel to the direction

of flow.

3. It can generally be stated that dents and grooves affect the film thickness dis-

tribution in the contact area more when the surfaces are under pure sliding than when

they are under pure roiling.

4. The slope of the defects and the built-up edge around the defects can have sig-

nificant effects on the micro-EHD action in the vicinity of the defects.

5. Oil-film thickness variations are generally localized in the vicinity of the

defects.

6. The presence of sliding for a groove oriented parallel to the direction of flow

will not significantly alter the film thickness observed under pure rolling conditions;

thus, micro-EHD effects are confined to the inlet region for both sliding and rolling

conditions.

7. These results experimentally support the concept that as lubricated surfaces ,"

approach each other, particularly under sliding conditions, the surface topography

become intimately involved in the lubrication process itself; and by so doing, greatly

modifies the surface topography as it passes through the Hertzian region.
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TABLE I. - BEARING MATERIAL PROPERTIES

Ball Disk

Material 52I00 Steel Sapphire

Compressive strength 1.4x109 N/m 2 2x10 9 N/m 2

Elastic modulus 204xi09 N/m 2 365x109 N/m 2

Poisson's ratio 0.3 0.25

Hardness 65 Rc 9 Mob

Roug_css 0.08 _m rms Optical polish

!

i

TABLE II.- PIK)PERTIES OF TEST FLUID

Syntheticparaffinicoil(XRM I09F3)

Viscosity 45 830 cS at 17.8° C

493 cS at37.8° C

42.6cSat 98.9° C

Density 0.8389 g/cm 3 at37.8° C

0.8082g/cm 3 at93.3° C

0.777g/cm 3 at149° C

Pressure 1.77x10 -8 m2/N at 37.8 ° C

viscosity 1.51x10 -8 m2/N at 99° C

coefficient i

i.09xl0-8 m2/N at149° C I
Refractive index 1. 4689 at 23° C

I
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Figure1. -Optical EHDrig.

C-74-1433

Figure2. - Testball, transparentdiskandlubricantreservoir.
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Figure3. - Dentmadewithconicaltooland44.5N load.

Figure4. - Stylustraceof dentshownin figure3.
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Figure5. - Photomicrographofdent in staticcontact;Pmax" 1.13X 109

NIM2.

3.OxlO"6
-- STYLUSTRACE
---o----MEASUREDUNDERSTATICCONTACT

E 2.0
e-

l.O-

x, m

FiglJre6. - Comparisonof undeformeddentprofile(stylustrace)
withmeasuredprofileunderstaticcontact.
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Figure 7(a), - Photomicrographof dent under sliding conditions; dent in

center.U •0.0134M/S, Pmax "1.13X 109NIM2.

I
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_L__.;:_, ,._'--___ -"......
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Figure /(hi. - Photomicrographof dent under sliding conditions;dent near

rear of Hertzian region. U • 0.0134MIS. Pmax • 1.13 X 109NIM2.
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Figure 7(c). - Photomicrographof dent under slidingconditions:dent in

exit r_ion. U • 0.0134,V,/S. Pmax " 1.13 X I09N/M2.
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(b)MEASURED PROFILEOFFIG.7(b).
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(c) MEASUREDPROFII.EOFFIG. 7ic).

Figure 8.
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ROLLING

2"0x10-6 _ SLIDING

I

oILNLET
E (a) COMPARISONOFDENTPROFILESUNDERROLLINGAND

SLIDINGCONDITIONS.

2.0x10-6 .---o--. SLIDINGPROFILE

[-- ...... STATICCONTACTPROFILE

I°I- _......
-200 -160 -120 80 -40 0 40 80 120 IOI')xIO"6
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(b) COMPARISONOi SLIDINGPROFILEWITHSTATICCON'laCT
PROFILE.

Figure 9.
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a _
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e

Figure]0. - Shallowgroovemadewith we(kje-shal_ tool.

°_ _,
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Fi,gure II. - Shallow groove in static contact. Pmax -I.13 X IOgNIM 2.

Figure ]2. - Stylus trace of shallow groove in figure 10.

,i
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3.Ox1_O-6 _ STYLUSTRACEOF SHALLOWGROOVE
MEASURED PROFILEUNDER STATICCONTACT
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Figure13.-Comparisonofstylustraceofshallowgroov,withgroove
profileunderstaticconditions.
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Rgure 14. - Shallow grooveunder rolling conditions. U • 0.0134M/S,

Pm_ ° 1,13 X 109NIM2o
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Figure 15. - Comparisonof static _rofile with dynamicprofile
under rolling conditions.
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Figure l(_a). - Photomicrographof groovein sliding; groovein center of

Hertzian region, U • 0,0134M/S, Pmax"1.13 X I09N/M2.
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Figure 16(b). - Photomicrographof groovein sliding;groovenear rear of

Hertzian region. U = 0.0i34 _/S. Pmax° 1.t3 X IOgNIM2.
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(b)CROSS-SECTIONALPROFILEOF FIG.16(b).

Figure 17.
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Figure18. ° Deepgroovemadewith sharpwedge.-shapedtool.

.0.5_m

2glum

Figure 19. - Stylus traceof deepgroove.
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Figure20. - Photomicrographof deepgroove;rolling. U ,. 0.0134M/S,

Pmax"1.13X 109NIM,2.
cr)

!

3.OxlO-6
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Figure21. - Comparisonofstylustraceofdeepgroovewithdy-
namicprotileunderrollingconditions.
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Rgure22. - Photomicrographof deepgrooveunderslioingconditions.

U ,0.0134 MIS. Pmax,i.13 X 109NIM2.
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Figure23. - Cross-sectionalprofileoi deepgrooveinfigure22.
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Figure24.-Cross-sectionalprofileacrossportionofgroovein
figure22whichdoesnotshowreducedfilmthicknessat
trailingedge.
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Figure25. - Stylus traceacrossportionof grooveshowingroundedshoulders.
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Figure27. - Stylustraceofgroovein figure?6. Tracetakenperpendicularto

flowdirection.
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Figure28. - Photomicrographot grooveorientedparallelto flowdirection.

U - 0.0134MIS, Pmax" 1.13 X 109N_2.
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Figure29. -Comparisonofstylustraceofgrooveorientedparallel
totheflowdirectionwithdynamicprofileunderroliingcondi-

tions. 'i
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Figure30. - Photomicrographof grooveundersiidingconditions.U •

0.0134M/S,Pmax"1.13X IOgN/M2.
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Figure31. - Cross-sectionalplot(perpendiculartoflowdirection)of
grooveinfigure30.
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